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Whitewater of the Southern Rockies: The New Testament to Class I-V+

Bowker's Complete Video Directory, 1998
The Complete Sea Kayaker’s Handbook is a comprehensive guide to the full sea kayaking spectrum, bringing
a fresh approach and a dynamic voice to the subject. Author of the critically acclaimed Sea Kayaking: A
Woman’s Guide, Shelley Johnson covers all the bases for beginning to advanced sea kayakers. It’s all
here, from selecting the right kayak and gear to preparing and making an extended tour, mastering the
strokes, rolls, and exit techniques; navigating; and much more.

Comprehensive oil shale legislation
On May 24, 1869, John Wesley Powell and nine crewmen in four wooden rowboats set off down the Green
River to map the final blank spot on the American map. Three months later, six ragged men in only two
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boats emerged from the Grand Canyon. And what happened along the rugged 1,000 river miles in between
quickly became the stuff of legend. Today, the JWP route offers some of the most adventurous paddling in
the United States. Across six southwestern states, paddlers will find a surprising variety of trips.
Enjoy flatwater floats through Canyonlands and the Uinta Basin; whitewater kayaking or rafting in
Dinosaur National Monument and Cataract Canyon; afternoon paddleboarding on Flaming Gorge Reservoir and
Lake Powell; multiday expeditions through Desolation Canyon and the Grand Canyon; and much more,
including remarkable hikes and excursions to ancestral ruins, historic sites, museums, and waterfalls.
Paddling the John Wesley Powell Route is a narrated guide that combines a multi-chapter retelling of the
dramatic 1869 expedition with stunning landscape photography, modern discoveries along the route,
overview maps, and information about permits, shuttles, access points, rental equipment, guided trips,
and further readings. Come celebrate the dramatic 1869 expedition by exploring the route and learning
the story.

Paddle America

Proceedings
Complete information for river trips ranging from tumbling headwater rivers to tranquil canoeing runs.

Western Whitewater from the Rockies to the Pacific
Lists records, superlatives, and unusual facts in the areas of fame, business, crime, the natural world,
technology, war, the arts, music, fashion, and sports.

Guide to the Colorado and Green Rivers in the Canyonlands of Utah and Colorado
Discusses accommodations and restaurants, details excursions, itineraries, and travel routes throughout
the states, and profiles attractions and national parks

Journey to the High Southwest
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Final Environmental Impact Statement on the Uintah Basin Synfuels Development

Alone on the Colorado
The nation’s rivers connect mountains to sea, communities to natural places, and people to wildlife.
America’s Wild & Scenic River system recognizes these values. Paddling America provides descriptions for
paddling and exploring 50 Wild and Scenic Rivers across the country. Woven throughout the river
descriptions will be small anecdotal sidebars touching on the history of the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act,
the adventurers themselves, and tips for paddling. Each chapter will contain one map, specifications in
accordance with paddling guidelines including GPS coordinates, put-in/takeout information, an overview
of the paddle, miles and directions, full-color photos, and sidebars.

The Complete Sea Kayaker's Handbook
Idaho’s rivers hold a wealth of riches for avid paddlers, floaters, and anglers. Paddling Idaho features
the best river trips for the perfect paddle, whether it is a half-day or a full-day trip. History buffs
will appreciate the sidebars detailing local information. Look inside to find: Full-color photos GPS
coordinates Detailed river descriptions Maps showing access points and river miles Level of difficulty,
optimal flows, rapids, and other hazards Historical information For more than twenty-five years,
FalconGuides® have set the standard for outdoor guidebooks. Written by top experts, each guide invites
you to experience the adventure and beauty of the outdoors.

River Runners' Guide to Utah and Adjacent Areas
Includes chapters on water safety, paddling instructions, and listings of game-fish species for each
waterway

Paddling Colorado
A fully revised and updated edition of Gary Nichols' widely used guide to river running in Utah, with
information about alterations in waterways and changes in access points.
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Canoeing and Kayaking Utah

Annual Report - Division of Parks and Recreation

Canoe & Kayak

USDA Forest Service General Technical Report NC.

The Floater's Guide to Colorado
Contains the 32 papers presented at the 1977 symposium plus 23 contributed papers, 9 workshop summaries,
and a general summary.

Utah Tourism and Recreation Review
Guidebook for whitewater boating on the Green and Colorado rivers in the Canyonlands region of eastern
Utah and Colorado.

Guinness World Records 2003
Technical Skills for Adventure Programming will guide you in becoming an effective adventure educator
teaching beginning-level outdoor adventure skills. This book allows you to tap into the knowledge and
expertise of skilled instructors who present a lesson plan progression for mastering 12 popular outdoor
adventure activities.

Total Gut Balance: Fix Your Mycobiome Fast for Complete Digestive Wellness
Whitewater of the Southern Rockies covers 400 runs in Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and Wyoming.
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This is the most comprehensive catalog of class I-V+ kayaking and rafting sections ever compiled. Three
hundred full-page color photos, a user-friendly design, succinct river descriptions, and precise betaboxes make this the whitewater guidebook of choice. At once a rediculously well researched and layed-out
guide and a coffee table style book complete with the most stunning collection of whitewater photography
ever compiled into book form, this is a must have for anyone living in the West and serious about
whitewater kayaking and rafting. Each section is complete with maps, detailed information about the runs
and access to them, as well as logistics, and complete with color photos and pertinent beta regarding
flow rates and seasons.

Essentials of River Kayaking

Ferrari Guides Gay Travel A to Z
The official word on kayaking basics from the American Canoe Association, the nation's most respected
authority on paddling, Essentials of Kayak Touring and Essentials of River Kayaking provide beginning
paddlers with everything they need to enjoy a safe kayak outing. Beginning with instructions on how to
be safe in the water, including proper use of equipment, preparing for cold, wind, and waves, and
learning basic skills such as how to maintain their balance, these texts provide thorough information
for those just starting to paddle. Find out how to select a kayak, proper lifting and carrying
techniques, and how to launch it into the water. With well-written text and illustrations, learn all the
basic strokes and maneuvers and important rescue techniques. Appendices include a glossary of kayaking
terms and a list of resource organizations. Paddling safely requires, above all, the exercise of good
judgment. And part of developing good judgment is understanding the challenges and hazards inherent in
any situation and one's own ability to meet them.

The New American Comprehensive Encyclopedia

Utah State Parks
the official noticing publication of the executive branch of Utah State Government.
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Boater's Guide to Lake Powell
Utah's dry, dramatic landscape, with its dinosaur tracks, primeval Indian ruins, time-frozen sand dunes,
and petrified forests, holds many ancient secrets. But magical encounters with the past aren't the only
reason to visit. Utah is also home to magnificent meadows, meandering rivers, great salt lakes, and
mountains laced with fishing ponds. Utah State Parks will lead you to these natural treasures. It
features complete information on 45 parks and state-managed outdoor areas.

Canoeing and Kayaking Ohio's Streams

Paddling Idaho

Utah
A visitor's guide for flatwater enthusiasts shares a wealth of tips, gear lists, and historical
information for Utah's most popular and lesser-known destinations, providing coverage of a range of
ventures from easy day trips to more challenging expeditions. Original.

Wilderness Waterways
"Leich wrote a rich and expressive account of his travels during the Depression--from riding the rails,
floating over 200 miles of the Yellowstone River, and finally his attempt to run the Colorado River from
its source to the Gulf of Mexico. His writing is wonderfully engaging and this is a grand adventure
story to enjoy. He built a kayak and then a wooden boat to run the river. He is the first person known
to have run the Colorado River from its source to his unplanned ending in Cataract Canyon. Although the
trip ends there and he had to walk out from Hite, Utah, it was his ability to salvage his journal,
camera, and film that allows for this wonderful account of his adventure"--Provided by publisher.

Technical Skills for Adventure Programming
Featuring: Hiking, Camping, Geology, History & Archaeology! Plus for this 6th Edition: History of Cass
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Hite, Hite, White Canyon Town, Bert Loper and the Long Walk of the Navajos!

The Complete Book of Canoeing & Kayaking
Paddling Colorado describes thirty-four trips in a remarkable variety of settings—from downtown Denver
to the remote canyons of the Dolores River.

Camping Utah

Utah State Bulletin

Utah Guide
A groundbreaking guide to your gut Most people understand the importance of a healthy gut microbiome for
digestive health and overall wellbeing. But what about the mycobiome—the fungi that live inside our
bodies? Here, Dr. Mahmoud Ghannoum introduces this important component of the microbiome and explains
how diet affects this population and how its balance or imbalance can cause you to feel—a poor balance
of fungi can lead to weight gain, pain and bloating, and low energy, and can worsen symptoms for those
with IBS or Crohn’s. Good news: Gut fungi respond quickly and dramatically to dietary and lifestyle
changes. Within 24 hours, you can remake your mycobiome, supporting a path to weight loss, better
digestion, and more energy. Alongside this accessible gut science, Ghannoum outlines fast changes for
fostering healthy fungi as well as 7- and 20-day diet plans, with more than 50 dietician-tested recipes,
to cultivate a thriving mycobiome and methods for tweaking your lifestyle for long-term gut health.

Labyrinth Canyon River Guide

Paddling the John Wesley Powell Route
A guide for river travelers through Labyrinth Canyon on the Green River, Utah. River access locations,
available camps, regional geology, accounts of river trips, and a mile by mile log of this float trip
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between the town of Green River, Utah, and Mineral Bottom.

Paddling America
Looking for the ideal spot to pitch your tent or park your RV? Let Camping Utah, 2nd take you there.
This fully updated and revised comprehensive guidebook gives detailed descriptions of more than 300
public campgrounds throughout Utah. These are campsites managed by national, state, city, and county
parks; the USDA Forest Service; the Bureau of Land Management; tribal organizations; and several private
companies. They're in remote wilderness areas and near cities, in deserts and on mountaintops, along
raging rivers and by popular lakes. Easy-to-use maps and charts will help you choose the perfect site
for your next camping trip, whether you're going alone, as a family, or with a group. You'll also find
vital information on: Campground locations Facilities and hookups Fees and reservations Recreational
activities GPS coordinates for each campground

Utah's Off-highway Vehicle Users

Utah BLM Statewide Wilderness Draft EIS
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